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Introducing Anova
In 1996, Anova was formed to provide quality information and communication
technology services to the market.
Our company has been interested in Free Open Source Software technology,
Linux and their applications, due to the numerous advantages and capabilities
they offer. Therefore, Anova has been certified as the only LPI Approved
Training Partner in Egypt, authorized to organize training courses preparing for
LPIC certificates.
Our cooperation with a high-caliber group of professional trainers has enabled
us to provide top international standard curricula in different fields of
knowledge. However, the company integrates and customizes additional nonstandard education services specially designed to fulfill your business and
employees needs.

The FOSS BUZZ Campaign
Anova Launched it's initiative The FOSS BUZZ campaign, in
order to promote Free Open Source Software.
The FOSS BUZZ campaign aims to:


Promote open source software by: spreading
knowledge of, and encouraging, the migration to
open source software, as well as promoting open
source alternative applications, office and production tools.



Reduce the ICT bills of beneficiaries



Form a community of open source users



Accelerate the acquisition of knowledge

This project aims to achieve the following:


Organizing training of trainers workshops and ICT support for
preparation for LPIC-X certificates.



Orientation days targeted to entrepreneurs, NGOs, SMEs, universities,
students and government decision-makers.



Training workshops on the operating system and office. (Linux
essentials workshops)



Collaboration with institutional beneficiaries in their migration process.



A network of users of open source software.

Capabilities:


The communication and social network help to attract of beneficiaries.



The experience and expertise in the field of open source software.



The material development in various courses.

FOSS BUZZ Campaign
2014 Activity Report

1. Promoting FOSS BUZZ in Alexandria University
Anova organized 5 seminars for launching the FOSS BUZZ campaign in Faculty
of Engineering, Alexandria University.
More then 320 students from different faculties attended and were encouraged
to take part of the FOSS BUZZ campaign. Students shows an amazing response
and collaboration.
These events were held in cooperation with the "Scientific Computing Center"
in the Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria University.
1.1. Launching FOSS BUZZ, 15 March 2014

"Our decision to start FOSS BUZZ from schools and universities was to widen
the base of spreading the FOSS adoption and maximize the expected impact,"
said Khaled Yassin, founder of Anova and the FOSS BUZZ initiative.

1.2. FOSS BUZZ Cruise, 5-8 May 2014
The seminars covered a variety of topics including:


An overview of the FOSS BUZZ initiative



Introduction to FOSS and using it in Egypt's development, a
contributed presentation by OpenEgypt



Introducing Anova and its training programs



LPI Certification



Introducing the FOSS BUZZ Ambassadors Program

The FOSS BUZZ Ambassadors program exists to empower students enrolled in
schools and universities with Free Open Source tools and resources, and to
represent the FOSS BUZZ movement across Egypt.

During its FOSS BUZZ Cruise in the Faculty of Engineering, Anova organized a
daily contest whose winner wins a free course of his choice.

1.3. FOSS BUZZ Event in cooperation with XDream, 24 June 2014
This event has been organized by Xdream Entity. Counting on students to
prepare an event reflect a better communication and bigger audience and
wider spreading to the cause.

The students showed great interest in Free Open Source Software and
interacted with the lecturers, asking several questions concerning the LPI
certifications and the Ambassador Program.

FOSS BUZZ plans to organize more open source software outreach events for
the youth and student communities in collaboration with universities, schools,
students and NGO's.

1.4. FOSS BUZZ participation in the engineering conference
"Electric Week", 26 – 28 August 2014
In cooperation with Engineering WEB Association (an Egyptian Scientific
Engineering Organization), Anova and FOSS BUZZ Campaign have been
partnered to the “Electric week” (The largest and most important annual
conference within the Faculty of Engineering, University of Alexandria).
Along 3 days, Anova presented different sessions to spread the culture of the
use of Free Open Source Software technologies.

On the first day, Anova presented an introduction about the company and its
activities.
The intention of the second session was to highlight different topics including:
•FOSS and using it in Egypt
•Comparison between Windows and Linux
•LPI Certification
•FOSS BUZZ Initiative

On the third day, Anova animated a brain storming session about the FOSS
BUZZ Campaign, and presented the FOSS BUZZ Ambassadors Program.

The enthusiast participants revealed creative ideas about new activities that
might help boosting the FOSS BUZZ Campaign impact.

2. FOSS BUZZ SSC – Students' Scholarship Contest
Anova launches its first school contest whose winners earn a free of charge
training course for LPI Linux Essentials. The contest consists of:
•

An orientation day about FOSS (Free Open Source Software),

•

a 60 multiple choice questions scaled on 5 levels, measuring student's
knowledge about FOSS (Free Open Source Software), and

•

a short research memo on the Open Source production and development
model and its application in Software and the other uses.

Three schools encouraged to take part in, more then 195 students attended the
orientation sessions, 25 contesters and 4 winners enjoyed a contest to
remember.
•

STEM School, 6 October City, April 2014

•

Girard School, Alexandria, May 2014

•

Victoria College, Alexandria, June 2014

Started on 24th of August 2014, the LPI Linux Essentials course was held
in Victoria College computer labs, where SSC rivals were encouraged to
participate.

3. FOSS BUZZ Linux Install Party
As part of the FOSS BUZZ Campaign Activities, Anova's professional team
organized the "FOSS BUZZ Linux Install Party" on Saturday 05th July 2014,
helping users running Linux on their Laptops and dealing with it.
A group of 7 Linux fans got together to learn about their common FOSS
interest.

FOSS BUZZ plans to organize more of outreach events to open source software
targeting youth and students' community.

4. Fulfilling the FOSS BUZZ Contests Promises
4.1. Preparation Course to the LPIC-1 101 Exam for FOSS BUZZ Cruise
Winners
During its FOSS BUZZ Cruise in the Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria
University, from 5 to 8 may 2014; Anova has organized a daily contest whose
winner wins a free course of his choice.
Winners have chosen the preparation course to the LPIC-1 101 Exam with a
great interest in the Free Open Source field.
Covering fundamental Linux skills, the course prepares trainees to pass Exam
101 which is required for LPIC-1 (Linux Professional Institute Certification
Level-1).
Starting on 8 August 2014, the course was held in Anova's lab, gathering a
group of Linux geeks.
By the end of the course, all trainees had a variety of skills needed to set up
and maintain Linux computers.

4.2. LPI Linux Essentials Course for FOSS BUZZ SSC Challengers
Anova launches its first school contest whose winners earn a free of charge
training course for LPI Linux Essentials. The contest consists of:
•

An orientation day about FOSS (Free Open Source Software),

•

a 60 multiple choice questions scaled on 5 levels, measuring student's
knowledge about FOSS (Free Open Source Software), and

•

a short research memo on the Open Source production and development
model and its application in Software and the other uses.

Anova organized orientation days to introduce the FOSS BUZZ SSC - Students'
Scholarship Contest in three schools; STEM school in 6th of October, Girard
school and Victoria College in Alexandria.
Girard was the first school to be encouraged to take part in. followed by
Victoria College Alexandria, which rolled the SCC twice, on the request of
students.
While SSC winners earn a free of charge training course for LPI Linux Essentials,
Anova offers other challengers a 50% OFF on the same course.

Started on 24th of August 2014, the LPI Linux Essentials course was held in
Victoria College computer labs, where SSC rivals were encouraged to
participate.

FOSS BUZZ plans to organize more open source software outreach events for
the youth and student communities in collaboration with universities, schools,
students and NGO's.

5. FOSS BUZZ Ambassadors' Brainstorming Meetings
On the 6th of September 2014, the FOSS BUZZ Ambassadors met for the
first time this year in a series of brainstorming meetings on the subject of
"Promoting the Free Open Source Software – New Buzz Fields".

Evaluating the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats involved in
the FOSS BUZZ Campaign, the ambassadors ended their first meeting by
identifying different factors that are favorable to achieve the FOSS BUZZ main
objective, starting by constructing the fossbuzz.org website.
A second meeting has been held on the 27th of September 2014. The team
discussed what has been achieved in the website project and tried to find
solutions for the observed bugs.
Fruitful discussions about the Students' Scholarship Contest - SSC improvement
and propositions were presented on the round table.

6. Statistics
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